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PEACE FOR OUR
TIME?
Six powers clinch
breakthrough deal curbing
Iran’s nuclear activity
Reuters reports: “Iran and six world
powers clinched a deal on Sunday
[11/24/13] curbing the Iranian nuclear
prog ram in exchange for initial
sanctions relief, signaling the start of
a game-changing rapprochement that
would reduce the risk of a wider Middle
East war.
Aimed at easing a long festering
standoff, the interim pact between
Iran and the United States, France,
Germany, Britain, China and Russia
won the critical endorsement of Iranian
clerical Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei.
U.S. President Barack Obama said
the deal struck after marathon, tortuous
and politically charged negotiations cut
off Tehran’s possible routes to a nuclear
bomb.
But Israel, Iran’s arch-enemy, a U.S.
ally, denounced the agreement as an
‘historic mistake’. Critics in the U.S.
Congress were quick to voice concern,
with some raising the specter of failure
to rein in North Korea on its nuclear
programs, but they signaled that
Congress would likely give the deal a
chance to work.

The agreement, which halts Iran’s
most sensitive nuclear activity, its
higher-grade enrichment of uranium,
was tailored as a package of confidencebuilding steps towards reducing
decades of tension and ultimately
creating a more stable, secure Middle
East…” (President Obama gave the
above deal only a 50% chance of
happening. I give it a zero. Why?
First and foremost, Ezekiel chapters
38 & 39 picture Russia as the leader of
the Armageddon conflict, World War
III. Secondly, China and an Arab
federation join Russia for the greatest
war in history – Revelation 16:12
and Revelation 9:14 – 18. The Arab
nations united with these two nations
are found in Daniel 11:40; Isaiah 17:1;
Ezekiel 38:5 – 7; and Psalms 83:4-7.
Israel is their enemy mentioned
18 times in Ezekiel chapters 38 &
39. Worse yet is that Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei wants to destroy Israel and
drive every Jew into the sea to rid the
world of God’s Chosen People.)

Dershowitz: Iran deal could
be a ‘Chamberlain moment’
Breitbart.com reports: “Harvard
professor and noted civil r ights
and international law expert Alan
Dershowitz criticized the nuclear

deal with Iran sharply on Sunday
[11/24/13], saying that it ‘could become
a Chamberlain moment’ for President
Barack Obama.
‘I don’t think that this deal was
motivated by any anti-Israel sentiment,’
Dershowitz told Breitbart News. ‘I
think that both President Obama and
Secretary of State Kerry believe that the
deal is in the best interest of the U.S. and
Israel. But I think they’re dead wrong.
‘When you do a risk-benefit analysis,
the possibility that this will actually
result in ending Iran’s nuclear weapons
program is probably in the range of
10%, and the risk that it will increase
their likelihood of moving quickly
toward developing a nuclear weapon is
in the 20% to 30% range. The rest is
uncertainty.
‘I think it was a very bad example
of negotiating from weakness rather
than strength. The U.S. had Iran where
we wanted them, in a much weakened
position. And instead of continuing
the pressure we sent three messages.
1. Sanctions are over. We are going to
eliminate some now—it’s only a few
billion dollars’ worth, but we are going to
send a message to China and others that
have been dying to do business with Iran
that it’s OK. And we will never get them
back to that point of pressure. 2. I think
See Peace Continued on Page 2
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we effectively took the military option
off the table and made it much more
difficult for Israel to pursue a military
option in the next several months. 3. We
gave them a yellow light, at least, if not
quite a green one, as to continuing onto
certain aspects of developing nuclear
weapons—triggering devices and
material that could be easily transposed
to military use…” (Dershowitz is 100%
right. Chamberlain of England went
to Germany to negotiate a peace pact
for England. He returned telling
the citizens that Hitler was a man
the U.K. could trust. He saw the
love Germany’s Führer had for the
British people so he promoted the
peace agreement he brought back
throughout the nation. Winston
Churchill rebuked Chamberlain
and lived to see his beloved country
repeatedly and mercilessly bombed.
Chamberlain asked for forgiveness
before he died. Beware Obama; you
seldom take anyone’s advice. See the
next four reports.)

Prime Minister Netanyahu: Iran
agreement a ‘historic mistake’
Israel National News reports: “Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu opened
Sunday’s [11/24/13] weekly cabinet
meeting by mounting a sharp attack on
the agreement reached Saturday night
between Iran and Western powers over
the nuclear issue.
Netanyahu stated, ‘For the first time,
the world’s leading powers have agreed
to uranium enrichment in Iran while
ignoring the U.N. Security Council
decisions that they themselves led.
Sanctions that required many years to
put in place contain the best chance for
a peaceful solution. These sanctions have
been given up in exchange for cosmetic
Iranian concessions that can be cancelled
in weeks.’
‘Implications of this agreement
threaten many countries - including,
of course, Israel. Israel is not bound by
this agreement,’ Netanyahu affirmed.
‘What we achieved last night in Geneva
is not a historic agreement; it is a historic
mistake.’

He continued, ‘Today the world has
become a more dangerous place, because
the most dangerous regime in the world
took another step towards achieving the
most dangerous weapon in the world.’…”

Rouhani: Deal ‘shook the
foundations’ of the sanctions
Israel National News reports: “The
Twitter account of Iran’s President
Hassan Rouhani worked overtime on
Tuesday [11/26/13], as he claimed victory
in this weekend’s nuclear deal in a series
of tweets marking the 100th day of his
presidency.
Rouhani called the Geneva deal a ‘very
positive first step’ and said it ‘shook
the foundations’ of the international
sanctions regime, reported The Hill.
He vowed that a final deal will allow
Iran to continue nuclear enrichment,
writing, ‘In relation to nuclear issue,
I want to assure our people’ that Iran
won’t give up any of its rights - including
the right to enrich uranium for peaceful
purposes.
‘Enrichment, which is part of our
rights, will continue. It continues today
and will continue tomorrow,’ he declared,
according to The Hill.
Rouhani went on to say that the interim
deal agreed to over the weekend sets the
stage for a final agreement granting
Iran the right to enrich uranium on its
soil…” (President Rouhani is no better
than the second Hitler, Ahmadinejad,
only more clever in his murderous
statements.
Remember this is the man who
served Khomeini who returned from
exile in France, removed the great
Shah of Iran, and is responsible for
much of the massive killing army
Muslims presently called the Arab
Spring.
The present Imam Khamenei has the
same goals as Khomeini for holy jihad
and the domination of the entire world
including the setting up of the Iranian
flag in front of the White House.
Rouhani served both Imam’s and
presently and hypocritically plans a
nuclear plan that will fail and all hell
will break loose globally.
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Remember, Ezekiel 38:5 has Persia
united with Russia and China for
World War III and Persia changed its
name to Iran in 1935.)

Iran: ‘After ten years, we
have emerged victorious’
Israel National News reports: “The
deal signed between Iran and the ‘P5+1’
nations was a victory for the Islamic
Republic, the Chairman of Iran’s
Parliamentary Committee for Foreign
Policy has said.
Chair man Alaeddin Boroujerdi
rejoiced in the Iranian ‘victory’ in an
interview with Iran’s Arabic-language
Al-Alam television this week. The
interview was translated by the Middle
East Media Research Institute (MEMRI).
‘By now, the Islamic Republic controls
all aspects of nuclear science. From A-Z,
from the very beginning all the way
to uranium enrichment,’ Boroujerdi
declared.
‘After ten years, we have emerged
victorious over the West. They wanted
to prevent us from acquiring nuclear
technology, but we have reached that
point,’ he continued.
Iran sacrificed ‘martyrs’ and endured
an ‘economic siege’ for the sake of its
nuclear program, he said. ‘Now we have
emerged victorious heroes,’ he stated.
The deal shows that the West has given
up on stopping Iran from producing
enriched uranium, he continued. ‘The
Americans reached the conclusion
that it would be futile to continue with
their policy of confronting the Islamic
Republic... They wanted to prevent Iran
from enriching uranium, but we have
attained this technology and we are
currently using it.
‘Therefore, the Americans changed
their policy,’ he said. The West has now
officially recognized that Iran enriches
uranium, he explained…”

Assad to Rouhani: Iran
nuclear deal boosts Tehran’s
position in region, world
The Jerusalem Post reports: “Syrian
President Bashar Assad called his
Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani on
See Peace Continued on Page 3
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Wednesday [11/27/13], congratulating
him on the interim agreement Tehran
signed with the West over the weekend
in regard to its nuclear program.
According to Syria’s official news
agency, SANA, Assad hailed Rouhani’s

achievement as enshrining the rights of
developing countries to pursue peaceful
nuclear energy. He added that the deal
boosts Iran’s position both in the region
and internationally.
Assad posited that the agreement

would also positively affect Syria
because of the close strategic ties
between Damascus and Tehran.
Accord i ng to SA NA, Rou ha n i
reaffirmed to Assad his support in
Syria’s ‘war against terrorism.’…”

Bloodbath as terrorists
murder 70 Christians

Christians have begun to experience.
Jesus predicted such hatred upon
believers in Matthew 24:9; John 15:
18 – 20; and the increasing slaughter
of millions during the 7 year period of
tribulation explained in Revelation 6 –
18. In chapter 6 verse 9 and chapter 20
verse 4 the devastating bloodbath will
be humongous as Islamic terrorists
cover the globe.)

7 year-old Indian boy tortured
and killed for being a Christian

CONTENDING
FOR THE FAITH

WND.com reports: “At least 70
Christians in Nigeria have been killed in
coordinated attacks by Fulani tribesmen
and the Islamic jihadist organization
Boko Haram.
Fulani tribesmen reportedly killed 37
Christians in at least four coordinated
attacks on the same day.
Boko Haram is reported to have killed
as many as 34 Christians during the
same three-day period.
William Stark, Africa analyst for the
human-rights organization International
Christian Concern, said the recent
killing ‘spree’ of Christians in Nigeria’s
northern and middle belts regions ‘is,
unfortunately, tragic and typical at the
same time.’
‘Boko Haram attacks, and attacks
perpetrated by Fulani herdsmen on
Christians, [are] well documented in
Nigeria. What is most disturbing about
the attack that took place this week was
the coordination of the attacks on four
villages,’ he said.
Stark said many leaders believe that
Boko Haram and its affiliates are inciting
the Fulani to attack the Christians.
The increasingly aggressive posture
of the Fulani tribe is further reason
for northern Nigerian Christians to be
apprehensive, he said…” (The next four
reports prove that Islam is not a peace
loving religion as Pope Francis claims
and reports.
They have killed one another to the
total number of 120,000 in Syria alone.
It’s only the beginning of the slaughter

3 Christians executed after
refusing to convert
WND.com reports: “A Syrian city
overrun by the Muslim Brotherhood
was the scene of the execution of three
Christian men who refused to convert to
Islam, according to reports.
The Catholic young men were killed
by rebels fighting the regime of Bashar
al-Assad after they had taken control of
the village of Maaloula, confirmed Todd
Daniels, a spokesman for the American
human rights group Inter national
Christian Concern.
‘Based on the statement from the
Melkite patriarch, these men were
martyred because they refused to recant
their faith,’ Daniels said.
Also, 12 nuns were kidnapped at about
the same time. They were identified as
Mother Superior Pelagia Sayyaf and 11
nuns with her.
‘There are serious concerns for the
safety of these women based on the
treatment of women throughout this
conflict,’ Daniels said…”
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Christian Today reports: “A 7-year
old boy has been tortured and murdered
because of his Christian faith in northern
India, Gospel for Asia reports.
The body of the boy, named only as
Anmol, was found in a pond last week
with shocking injuries that reveal he was
subjected to torture before being brutally
murdered.
He went missing on November 17 after
attending Sunday school at a Believers
Church near his home. His parents
identified a body pulled out of a pond
as that of their young son the next day.
Anmol’s family has been a target
for persecution since 2003, when his
father, Harish, became a Christian after
witnessing the miraculous healing of his
older brother.
Many other family members came
to faith, and Harish was known to be
‘one of the strong believers’ of the local
church. His family has received multiple
threats of violence and even death as a
result of their beliefs…”

Christians being
‘targeted’ in Egypt
ChristianToday.com reports: “A
U.K. Coptic Orthodox leader was in
Washington DC on Tuesday [12/10/13] to
give evidence about the discrimination
being experienced by minority religious
groups in Egypt.
Bishop Angaelos, a General Bishop in
the Coptic Orthodox Church in the U.K.,
spoke alongside four other witnesses
before the House Committee of Foreign
See Faith Continued on Page 4
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Affairs at a Congressional hearing
highlighting the escalation of human
rights abuses in Egypt.
The timeliness of the hearing was
noted as yesterday marked International
Human Rights Day and Bishop Angaelos
labelled it ‘providential’ that the
committee happened to be meeting on
that day.
Alongside Zudhi Jasser, Mr. Samuel
Tadros, Morad abou-Sabe and Mr. Tad
Stahnke, the bishop discussed concerns
about the ‘culture of impunity that
has led to a lack of equality’ in Egypt,
as minority religious groups suffer
abhorrently at the hands of rebels and
the government.
Coptic Christians in particular are
frequently subjected to violent attacks as
a result of their faith in the north African
nation, which is currently struggling

with a weakened and unstable political
system…”

Palestinians see worrisome
trend as ‘honor’ killings rise

‘It feels like something that belongs
to another time,’ said one young man in
Aqqaba who refused to give his name,
the first hints of a beard on his chin. ‘But,
it’s standard.’…” (Sharia Law is deadly.
Honor killing involves daughters who
have experienced premarital sex. The
father, brothers, or cousins then must
put the daughter to death for bringing
dishonor to the family name.
In the next headline the men who
commit adultery only suffer for 80
seconds. How unfair to Islamic women
who die for premarital sex.
Afghanistan is a little tougher on
adulterers, as they are lashed or stoned
to death publically. All homosexuals
are also put to death under Sharia
Law.
See the next two reports.)

Girl Guides ultimatum:
Remove God from your
oath or be expelled
ChristianToday.com reports: “A
Girl Guides troop from Newcastle
has reportedly been told that unless it
removes any explicit mention of God
from its membership oath, it risks
expulsion from Girl Guides U.K.
The national organisation adopted
a new secular oath this year with the
wording ‘to be true to myself and develop
my beliefs’ replacing the traditional
promise to love God.
Leaders of the 37th Newcastle Guide
Unit, based out of Jesmond Parish
Church, have not entirely rejected the
new oath but have said they would prefer

to offer new Guides the choice using the
original oath.
Glynis Mackie told the Daily Mail,
‘We would use this new form of words
but we do want the children to have the
choice to say the old Promise if they
want to.’
Ms. Mackie is clearly unimpressed
by the new oath that took effect from
September 1, describing it as a ‘fridge
magnet promise that doesn’t really mean
anything’…” (“The fool hath said in
his heart, There is no God. They are
corrupt, they have done abominable
works, there is none that doeth good.
The Lord looked down from heaven
upon the children of men, to see if there
were any that did understand, and seek
God. They are all gone aside, they are
all together become filthy: there is none
that doeth good, no, not one” – Psalms
14:1-3.)

CREEPING SHARIA

Haaretz reports: “A silvery green olive
grove set in the red soil of a Palestinian
village is a crime scene - testament to a
practice so sensitive that it is spoken of
only in whispers.
One night in late November, Rasha
Abu Ara, a 32-year-old mother of five,
was beaten to death and strung from a
gnarled tree branch as a gruesome badge
of ‘family honor’ restored.
The woman’s alleged sin was adultery,
and her killer was either her own brother
or husband, secu r it y sou rces told
Reuters. Both are behind bars while an
investigation continues.
Her murder brought to 27 the number
of women slain in similar circumstances
in Palestinian-run areas this year,
according to rights groups - more than
twice last year’s victims.
The rise has led Palestinians to
question hidebound laws they say are lax
on killers, as well as a reluctance to name
and shame in the media and society,
which may contribute to a feeling of
impunity among perpetrators.

Syria: Lashes in town
square for ‘adultery’ as
Sharia Law reigns
Israel National News reports: “Syrian
cities under rebel control are being ruled
by a strict interpretation of Islamic,
or Sharia, law - as a video surfaced
showing a man being served with lashes
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demonstrates.
Sharia courts are r un by groups
associated with Al Qaeda, including the
Al-Nusra Front and the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria (ISIS). The Authority of
the Sharia system apparently applies to
all areas of daily life, and have the power
to dole out capital punishment.
Many of these courts are in the northern
areas of Syria - rebel strongholds - and
have armed militias which carry out
punishments, according to reports.
The video shows a youth being
whipped on adulter y charges. The
accused was brought to the town
square and lashed in front of hundreds,
including teenagers and young children.
The sentence was read and the young
man was hit dozens of times in the back,
neck, and legs by a man wearing black
executioner-style garb.
During the punishment, which lasted
about a minute and twenty seconds, the
crowd shouted ‘Allahu Akbar’ as a sign
of confirmation of a sentence.
Once the lashing is over, the accused
also appears to receive hugs from the
Al Qaeda crew. The intensity of the
whipping was relatively weak compared
See Sharia Continued on Page 5
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to punishments recorded in Saudi Arabia
and other countries; it seems that the
main goal of distributing video is to
send a message of law and order in Syria
without showing horrific images to lure
youth into supporting the new system…”

Afghanistan considers
reintroduction of public stoning
for adulterers
The Guardian.co.uk reports: “Afghan
government officials have proposed
reintroducing public stoning as a
punishment for adultery, Human Rights

Watch said, even though the practice has
been denounced both inside and outside
the country as one of the most repugnant
symbols of the Taliban regime.
The sentence for married adulterers,
along with f logging for unmarried
offenders, appears in a draft revision of
the country’s penal code being managed
by the ministry of justice.
There are several references to stoning
in a translated section of the draft seen
by the Guardian, including detailed notes
on judicial requirements for handing

down the sentence.
‘Me n a nd wome n who c om m it
adultery shall be punished based on the
circumstances to one of the following
punishments: lashing, stoning [to death],’
article 21 states. The draft goes on to
specify that the stoning should be public,
in article 23.
News t h at t he gove r n me nt is
contemplating bringing back a muchreviled punishment is unlikely to go
down well with the western governments
that back Kabul…”

THE RELIGION OF
PEACE?

Pope: ‘Authentic’ Islam
opposes violence

WND.com reports: “The Quran’s
instr uctions on violence are welldocumented – ‘So when you meet those
who disbelieve [in battle], strike [their]
necks’ – so commentators are expressing
dismay at a newly released statement
from Pope Francis that ‘Authentic Islam
and the proper reading of the Quran are
opposed to every form of violence.’
‘How does he know that? When did he
become an imam?’ wondered columnist
Pamela Geller.
‘At a time when Christianity worldwide
is under siege by Islamic jihadists, the
leader of the Catholic church claims that
the Quran teaches non-violence,’ she
wrote.
It was in a new ‘Evangelii Gaudium’
– an apostolic exhortation from Pope
Francis that he addressed the issue.
It’s on nearly the last page of the
many thousands of words from the
pope that he writes, ‘Our relationship
with the followers of Islam has taken
on great importance, since they are
now significantly present in many
traditionally Christian countries, where
they can freely worship and become
fully a part of society. We must never
forget that they ‘profess to hold the faith
of Abraham, and together with us they

adore the one, merciful God, who will
judge humanity on the last day.’’
He continues, ‘The sacred writings
of Islam have retained some Christian
teachings; Jesus and Mary receive
profound veneration and it is admirable
to see how Muslims both young and old,
men and women, make time for daily
prayer and faithfully take part in religious
services. Many of them also have a deep
conviction that their life, in its entirety,
is from God and for God.’…” (This
article by Pope Francis proves that he
promotes atheists as personalities he
will meet in heaven if they obey their
conscious even though Titus 1:15 shows
how ridiculous this religious leader’s
statement is according to God’s Holy
Word.
While he talks about Islam being
non-violent; the Koran which I’ve
read states 109 times that all infidels
[members of all other religions] should
be put to death by crucifixion or
beheading -- Surah 5:33 and Surah
47:4 in the Koran.
See the next report on Islamic peace
and love.)

Syria: Islamists find a
new way to behead
Israel National News reports: “The
horrific acts being carried out in the
Syrian civil war know no bounds. The
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war has seen more than 120,000 people
killed in just under three years, with
many mass executions documented, as
well as on thousands of women and girls,
and torture of prisoners, sometimes
ending in their death.
A new book currently on sale
documents close to 3,000 victims of
execution, who were killed by forces
loyal to Syrian strongman Bashar alAssad, according to its authors. Videos
show entire families, from babies to
old grandparents, who had their throats
slashed with knives.
But Islamist rebels are also involved
in mass atrocities. Over the last few
months, pictures have been published
showing rebels literally slaughtering
Assad’s soldiers. They even go a step
further, often beheading their victims and
showing the head to the camera, as a sign
of victory over the Alawites and Shiites.
In a newly published video, made
by an organization identified with Al
Qaeda, terrorists proudly demonstrate
what they call ‘the fastest way to behead
Alawites.’
A captive is seen kneeling, his
hands tied behind his body and his
eyes covered with cloth. In front of
him is a pickup truck equipped with a
heavy machine gun. A member of the
Islamist organization points the gun to
See Religion of Peace Continued on Page 6
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the victim’s head and fires, as cries of
‘Allahu akbar’ are heard…”

Saudi Wahhabi preacher
OKs killing Muslim
women & children
The Fars News Agency reports: “A
Saudi Wahhabi preacher who appeared
on Saudi ‘al-Thaminah’ TV stated
that the killing of Muslim women and
children is permissible according to
his sources when it’s done as collateral
damage resulting from the ‘lawful’
aim of killing infidels. These Wahhabi
preachers are the ones providing fatwas
to combatants in Syria regarding what
they view as religiously approved rules
of war. Civilians in Syria have been
indiscriminately targeted by Wahhabi
terrorists supported by Saudi Arabia, all
done under the justification of fighting
an ‘infidel regime’…” (This is the result
of Sharia Law as innocent women and
children who are unfairly and falsely
accused of being infidels are put to
death. What barbarism and hatred
in the name of God.)

Al Qaeda: Death to
Shi’ites for ‘damaging
Mohammed’s legacy’
Israel National News reports: “A
video has surfaced from the Al Qaedaaffiliated Islamic State of Iraq and
al-Shams (ISIS) in Iraq and Syria
advocating the systemic genocide of
Shi’ite Muslims for allegedly ‘damaging
Mohammed’s legacy’ in perpetrating
their beliefs.
The video opens with a speech from
a judge in the northern Syrian city of
Aleppo, which has been a focal point of
territorial fighting between the forces
of Syrian President Bashar Assad and
rebel forces. The judge’s job: to establish

rule over the Syrian city through the
implementation of Sharia, or Islamic
religious law - including doling out
execution orders.
Brandishing a Kalashnikov assault
rifle, the judge turns to jihadi fighters
in the Sinai Peninsula, urging them to
resist calls from the Egyptian army to
back down from fighting.
‘Don’t fear the Egyptian or Israeli
armies,’ the judge declares and calls
for jihadi fighters to renounce their
commanding officers and remind them
that on the Islamic Day of Judgement,
they will be held accountable for calling
off the (global) Jihad pan-Islamist
organizations like Al Qaeda support.
The Egyptian army has launched a
wide-scale offensive against Al Qaeda
linked groups in the region, as part of a
larger struggle against Islamic terrorism.
Al Qaeda operatives have responded with
videos like these calling the Egyptians
‘enemies of Allah’ and launching attacks
of their own against Egyptian national
forces.
The 17-minute video also showcases
ISIS activity in Iraq, where two terrorists
curse Shi’ites for ‘cursing the name of
Mohammed.’…” (Islamic apostates are
those who speak a word of disrespect
against Mohammed or the Koran.
Salman Rushdie was placed
under a Fatwa [death sentence] for
making a casual remark about one
of Mohammed’s eleven wives. Years
later he is still under guards who keep
him from being beheaded.)

Israel National News reports: “A
U.S. citizen, who joined the Al Qaedaaffiliated Islamic State of Iraq and
al-Shams (ISIS) in Syria, has sent a

video message to the West expressing
his desire to wage total war against the
‘infidels’ and impose Islamic rule over
the entire world.
The video features ‘the American
Abu-Dj’ana,’ brandishing a Kalashnikov
assault rifle and a bayonet, who says the
following:
‘This is a message to people in the
West from the Mujahideen (lit. ‘holy
warriors’) in Syria. We came here from
different countries to protect this land,
this Islamic land; to spread the Law of
Allah on earth; and to dedicate our lives
for Jihad in order so that we can get to
heaven.’
‘We are coming to kill all the infidels
in the West and beyond to spread Allah’s
law (Sharia) and the book of Allah
(Koran) and to raise them to the highest
level,’ he continues.
‘We came to kill anyone that stands
in our way. The flag that says that ‘there
is no God but Allah’ will be raised over
Parliament Buildings and in capital cities
around the world [. . .] with these simple
weapons we will liberate this country
and this people and bring Islamic law
to control all the world - Europe, U.S.,
Australia, New Zealand, Asia and Africa.
‘…” (This headline is being promoted
throughout Islam. Four major leaders
I have presented on global television
constantly call for world domination
by promoting holy jihad [a devastating
war].
See final paragraph above where
plans for the victorious takeover are
already on the drawing boards.
You jellyfish ministers will someday
be sorry you never took a stand for
Christ when that horrendous day
begins in your nation – Revelation
6:9; 20:4.)

John Kerry quietly presented a U.S. plan
for eastern Jerusalem that calls for an
international administrative mandate to
control holy sites in the area, according

to informed Palestinian and Israeli
diplomatic sources.
The exact composition of the
inter national mandate is up for

American Jihadist in Syria:
Entire world will be Muslim

NEWS FROM ISRAEL
AND THE MIDDLE EAST
U.S. plan gives Jerusalem
holy sites to Vatican

WND.com reports: “Secretary of State
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discussion, the sources said, but Kerry’s
plan recommended a coalition that
includes the Vatican, together with
a group of Muslim countries such as
Turkey and Saudi Arabia.
The international arrangement is being
proposed as a temporary solution for
about two to three years while security
arrangements in Jerusalem between
Israelis and Palestinians are finalized,
said the sources.
Israel, the sources said, was not
receptive to the particulars of Kerry’s
plan, especially the concept of Turkish
participation in Jerusalem. Kerry told
the Israelis he would hold talks with the
Kingdom of Jordan about its playing a
leading role in the proposal in the place
of Turkey, the sources added…” (Our
President, according to The Wall Street
Journal is the most anti-Semitic, antiJew president ever. He has promised
Jerusalem to the Palestinians. Mr.
President, God’s Holy Word, the Bible
promises Jerusalem to the Jews 120
times. Dividing Jerusalem will bring
World War III into existence –
Joel 3:2.
The next five reports show the
futility of a peace pact for Israel and
the Muslims. The deck is stacked
against the Jews, and Christ will soon
return and make things right as He
rules the world from David’s Throne
in Jerusalem – Psalms 22:6; Isaiah
59:20; and Luke 1:32 and 33.)

E.U. dangles ‘unprecedented’
aid package for Israel-P.A. deal
Israel National News reports: “The
European Union on Monday [12/16/13]
pledged ‘unprecedented’ levels of
support to both Israel and the Palestinian
Authority in the event that the two
parties reach a final status agreement
which would include the establishment
of a Palestinian Arab state in Judea and
Samaria, along with the ethnic-cleansing
of at least 100,000 Jews in communities
throughout the region.
Commending U.S. Secretary of State
John Kerry for his efforts in launching
direct talks between the two, E.U.
foreign ministers said the 28-nation

bloc would ‘contribute substantially’ to
post-conflict arrangements to ensure the
sustainability of a peace deal.
‘The E.U. will provide an unprecedented
package of European political, economic
and security support to both parties in
the context of a final status agreement,’
the ministers said in a statement.
‘In the event of a f inal peace
agreement the European Union will offer
Israel and the future state of Palestine
a Special Privileged Partnership [the
highest level of recognition the union
can confer on non-member states ed.] including increased access to the
European markets, closer cultural and
scientific links, facilitation of trade and
investments as well as promotion of
business to business relations.
‘Enhanced political dialogue and
security cooperation will also be offered
to both states,’ the statement added…”

crises in Syria and Mali, reported AFP.
Outgoing chairman Mahmoud Ali
Youssouf described the issue of the
Palestinian state as the ‘central question’
for the world’s largest grouping of
Muslim nations as he launched its
three-day Council of Foreign Ministers
meeting in the Guinean capital Conakry.
As expected, he also slammed Israeli
‘settlements’ in Judea, Samaria and
Jerusalem.
‘It is incumbent upon us to continue our
advocacy for the creation of a Palestinian
state recognized by the United Nations,’
he said, according to AFP.
‘To this end it is for the international
community to take measures to put
an end to the Israeli occupation, the
continuation of settlements on Palestinian
land and abuses committed against the
Palestinian people,’ he charged…”

Bill in Jordan: Violence against
Israel isn’t terrorism

PLO: No ‘deals’ with
Israel, unless we get
everything we want

Israel National News repor ts:
“Jordan’s parliament has adopted a
bill which stipulates that violent action
against Israel will not be considered a
terrorist act, NRG/Maariv reported on
Wednesday [12/11/13].
The Jordanian parliament, which
was elected following the various ‘Arab
Spring’ revolutions in the Middle East
and following pressure by the opposition
on King Abdullah, is comprised mainly
of representatives from Islamist parties
who hold extreme positions against
Israel.
Jordan and Israel signed a peace treaty
in 1994. Jordan thus became the second
Arab country after Egypt to sign a peace
treaty with Israel…”

Muslim bloc calls for
Palestinian state,
slams ‘occupation’
Israel National News reports: “The
Organization of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) on Monday [12/9/13] called on
the international community to support
an independent Palestinian state, as it
opened a conference also focusing on the
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Israel National News reports: “John
Kerry has been proposing ideas and
programs aimed at encouraging Israel
and the Palestinian Authority to enter
into final-status agreements, and Israeli
politicians on the left and right debate
whether Israel can trust P.A. chief
Mahmoud Abbas – not to mention
Hamas – in a ‘land for peace deal.’
But the PLO, the political body led
by Abbas, remains adamantly opposed
to anything less than the effective
destruction of the State of Israel as
its price for a ‘peace’ agreement. At
recent celebrations commemorating
the 26th anniversary of the start of the
second Intidfada, the PLO issued a
statement in which it said that it would
not compromise on any of its basic
requirements to make a deal with Israel:
A full Israeli withdrawal from all lands
liberated in 1967, establishment of
Jerusalem as the capital of a Palestinian
state, and a full return to their original
homes the families that fled Israel when
it was established in 1948.
Such a ‘ref ugee ret u r n’ would
inundate what is left of Israel with
See Israel Continued on Page 8

Israel
Continued From Page 7

millions of Arabs who would essentially
destroy the Jewish character of the state,
turning it into a ‘secular, democratic’
state that, like other such states in the
Middle East (like Lebanon) would likely
be eventually wracked by civil war and
strife.
The PLO added that it would also
object to any temporary deal, which
would ‘legitimize the occupation,’ and
allow continued Jewish residence in
Judea and Samaria…”

Iranian supreme leader:
Israel ‘doomed to collapse’
Israel National News reports: “Iranian
supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
said Wednesday [11/20/13] that Israel

is a ‘regime doomed to collapse.’ His
threats come as the latest round of talks
over Iran’s nuclear weapons program is
being held in Geneva.
AFP reports that Khamenei told
commanders of the Islamist Basij
militia force in Tehran: ‘the Zionist
regime (Israel) is a regime whose pillars
are extremely shaky and is doomed to
collapse.’
Responding to Israeli concer ns
over Iran’s nuclear weapons program,
Khamenei called Israel ‘the rabid dog
of the region’ and claimed Israel poses
a threat to the world, not Iran. The Basij
crowd responded with cries of ‘Death to
Israel’ and ‘Death to America.’
Khamenei had insults for Israeli
officials as well.

Deputy Foreign Minister Ze’ev Elkin
(Likud) on Tuesday [11/19/13] backed
previous statements that Israel could
militarily act alone to defend itself from
the Iranian nuclear threat.
Perhaps in response, Khamenei said
‘the title of human is not worthy of the
leaders of the Zionist regime,’ adding
that the Iranian response to a military
action would be ‘a slap in the face they
will never forget.’
Khamenei further said in a live
state television broadcast that ‘any
phenomenon that is created by force
cannot endure,’ referring to Israel’s
numerous defensive wars fought to
ensure the country’s existence. ..”

NEWS FROM RUSSIA

Notorious Russian terrorist
could target Westerners at
‘satanic’ Olympic games

The National Post reports: “A
notorious Russian terrorist may try to
stage attacks during the Sochi Winter
Olympics that begin in Russia in less
than two months, de-classified Canadian
intelligence documents are warning.
A confidential intelligence report
obtained by the National Post says
Doku Umarov is a ‘fervent Islamist’
who subscribes to al Qaeda doctrine
that legitimizes the killing of Western
civilians.
The Chechen warlord leads Imirat
Kavkaz (IK), an armed Islamist group
fighting to impose Islamic rule in Russia’s
North Caucuses, the mountainous region
that borders Sochi.
Umarov has called for attacks on what
he calls the ‘satanic games,’ says a second
report. Both threat assessments were
circulated within government earlier
this year by the Integrated Terrorism
Assessment Centre…” (My heart is
burdened for the Winter Olympics in
Sochi, Russia. The Boston marathon
bomber got his training within 100

miles of Sochi.
Terrorists flood the area and Islamic
terrorists hate homosexuals. President
Obama, you are exasperating the
situation by sending gay delegates
from the U.S.A. to represent you in
your absence.
I pray that there will be no attacks
against scores of these Olympians, but
I fear.)

Putin dissolves state
news agency, tightens
grip on Russia media
Reuters reports: “President Vladimir
Putin tightened his control over Russia’s
media on Monday [12/9/13] by dissolving
the main state news agency and replacing
it with an organization that is to promote
Moscow’s image abroad.
The move to abolish RIA Novosti and
create a news agency to be known as
Rossiya Segodnya is the second in two
weeks strengthening Putin’s hold on the
media as he tries to reassert his authority
after protests against his rule.
Most Russian media outlets are already
loyal to Putin, and opponents get little air
time, but the shake-up underlined their
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importance to Putin keeping power
and the Kremlin’s concern about the
president’s ratings and image.
The head of the new agency, to be
built from the ashes of RIA Novosti, is
a conservative news anchor, Dmitry
Kiselyov, who once caused outrage by
saying the organs of homosexuals should
not be used in transplants.
‘The main focus of ... Rossiya
Segodnya (Russia Today) is to highlight
abroad the state policy and public life of
the Russian Federation,’ said a decree
signed by Putin.
Sergei Ivanov, the head of the
president ial ad m i n ist rat ion, told
repor ters that the changes were
intended to save money and improve
the state media…” (The Russian bear
is awakening. Soon Ezekiel 38 & 39
will wreak global devastation upon
the world. In last month’s issue of my
Intelligence Briefing I spelled out the
nations that may soon wreak havoc
globally.
Please reread the opening report of
this briefing.)

